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Dov Quotes
Posted by gibbor120 - 03 Nov 2011 14:42
_____________________________________

Dear fellow GYEers,

Dov has some great posts, and it's hard to go around finding them when you need them.  I
started to gather them under my "links" thread, but today I finally reached the max for the length
of one post. (Apparently, the limit is 50,000 characters.)

I think it makes sense to start a thread dedicated to those dov posts which many of us find so
powerful.  I would appreciate if we could keep this thread free of other stuff so as not to dilute it.

I suppose we could also discuss dov's posts here, but refrain from shmoozing about cholint,
monster trucking, possums... The forum has special and fun places to discuss all that stuff.

P.S. I Just added a dov quotes thread to the Married Section.

I think the need for an index is loooong overdue. So.... without further ado:

1. Captain Kirk

Nuclear Reset Button

Why we need "recovery" (not more eitzos)

2. Taking Responsibility to "Surrender"

Self-Knowledge vs. Self-Honesty

On Meeting Real People

Dov's Longes Post
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Getting Honest

Captain Kirk

Avodas Hashem Gone Awry

On Pride

Actions not Thoughts

You Are Thinking Too Much

Ratzon Alone is Not Enough

3. No Choice But to Stop… Now What???

4. I'm a Stinker

Waiting to Explode

5. Objectifying Myself???

6. The 1st Step, The Evidence is Overwhelming

7. Do You Want Recovery

8. Be Honest With G-d, Period

9. Is it Lust?

10. Don't get Complacent

11. The Groups are a Mirror

12. On the 12 Steps and How They Work (or Don't Work)

13. We Have a "Living" Problem

14. I'm Happy Just Being Me

15. How do I Grow?

16. Don't Ever Get Complacent
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17. Get Out of Isolation!

18. Truth & Humility

19. 12 Steps as Derech Eretz Which is Kadmah Latorah

20. What Would You Tell a Drug Addict? TAKE ACTION!

21. Accepting Imperfection

22. A Bracha from Dov

23. Make the Phone Call

24. Chat = More Fakery

25. Do we Look Down Upon or Worship Naked Shiksas (or Both)?

26. 1. One Day at a Time - Not Just a Nice Motto and… 2. The Dumb Farm Boys Have it Easier -
Giving it up to Hashem

27. Draw Back the Battle Lines

28. We Need to Get Willing, Open, and Honest (and We Need to "Stay" There)

29. The Essence of KOT

30. "the worst day I have sober is better then the best day I could have being drunk"

31. You're Thinking WAY Too Much, JUST LET GO!

32. True or False: My Whole Problem is Shmiras Aynayim

33. Patience

34. Reaching for Gold While Sitting in Excrement?

35. Can I do Teshuva?

36. The Ikkar

37. Don't Count Days

38. 1. Connect to People/Get out of Isolation 2. Don't Think Too Much 3. Don't Worry About
Perfection 4. Don't Take Unsolicited Advice From Strangers ;)

39. Forget Madreigos, Just Humbly Serve Hashem
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40. It's Not About Self-Knowledge or Self-Control (notice the word self in both of those), It's
About Accepting our Limitations and Getting out of G-ds Way 

41. Do I really need the 12-Step program?

42. Addict vs Non-Addict - Different Approaches 

43. Definition of Addict [according to dov] 

44. What do You really Value the Most? 

45. I Need My Problems

46. Get Yourself a Group of Friends You Can Call

47. Highlights of a Loooong Post

48. Friendship - Our Closeness to Hashem Depends on it! 

49. We Give 'Them' the Power 

50. The 12 Steps are Just About Being Real With Ourselves

51. GYE Forum is Only Virtual Recovery 

52. Only Share What Works Please

53. Why I Daven for the Lady I Lusted For

54. Calling for Help From Behind the Safe Walls of an Impenetrable Castle

55. The Lies We Tell Ourselves

56. Don't Wait Until It's Too Late to Open Up and Ask for Help

57. Precious Communication Tools

58. Are There Levels of Addiction?

59. Who is an Addict? Do I Need the 12 Steps?

60. I'm Going to Change Starting Today... For Real

61. Keep Your Mind on a Short Leash

62. Rock Bottom - Stop Trying to do it "My Way"

63. Acting Out is the Solution, NOT the Problem
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64. Learning Surrender

65. Letting go of our Da'as 

66. The Steps are About Honesty and Dependance on G-d

67. Make The Call

68. Do You Want to Stop?

69. What Real Steps are You Taking

70. Don't Tell Your Wife About All the Wacky Stuff That Goes on in Your Head!

71. We do NOT Beat the Y"H - We Surrender

72. What Language Does Your Body Understand?

73. Should I Tell My Parents?

74. What Does Powerless Mean?

75. The Answers Rabbonim Give Us

76. Wet Dreams

77. Am I an Addict and Do I Need SA Meetings? A Conversation With Dov

78. Understanding is Useless in Recovery (It's just masked ga'avah)

79. I Didn't Choose to Change… I Had no Other Choice

80. Masturbation is Evil... But That is Quite Irrelevant

81. Get Real

82. Giving up: Why the First Step is so Important

83. Live in the Solution... Let go

84. We Need a New Derech, AKA Don't Fight, Give it up!

85. We've Got Nothing to Rely on... except Avinu Shebashamayim!

86. Feeling close to Hashem or BEING close to Hashem

87. Tefillah
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88. The Nuclear Reset Button

89. HASHEM LOVES US!!!

90. Tikunnim

91. Recovery and 12 Steps - Not Synonymous

92. Lashon Nekiyah???

93. Surrender

94. Self-Development: A Self-Centered Endeavor

95. Recovery: A Painful Surrender of Self-Will

96. We Hide From Those Who Are Closest To Us

97. Open Up: Don't Let the Y"H Mug You

98. Don't Hold Your Breath

99. Great Definition of Addiction and 'unmanageability' 

100. Addiction MUST be self diagnosed 

101. Give up Fighting and Call for Help

102. Definition of Lust

103. Do I need to "Figure it Out"? - The Role of Character Defects in Addiction

104. The Failure of Self-Centeredness in Making Life Work

105. The Problem is Lust, The Answer is Love

106. Nuclear Reset Button

107. Tolerating Imperfection

108. We Need "Real" People to "Get Real" With G-d

109. Acceptance - Being at Peace With the Facts

110. Dating and Addict vs. Normal Yetzer Hora

111. What is a Sobriety Date?
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112. Understanding Does not Bring Sobriety, It is Sobriety That Brings Understanding

113. Two Meanings of Powerlessness

114. Sobriety is Breathing, Recovery is Living!

115. The Battle is Opening Up... and it Remains the Battle

116. Women at Work: Surrender Vs. Struggle

117. Marriage Can be Lonely

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 26 Jun 2013 22:22
_____________________________________

Hey guys, I'm the bouncer for the dov quotes thread. Do you have some dov quotes??? if NOT -

getoutahere 

. In the nicest possible way. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by cordnoy - 26 Jun 2013 22:27
_____________________________________

Thank you

Ill think before asking for access

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by tehillimzugger - 27 Jun 2013 14:12
_____________________________________

gibbor120 wrote:
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Hey guys, I'm the bouncer for the dov quotes thread. Do you have some dov quotes??? if NOT -

getoutahere 

. In the nicest possible way. 

[I couldn't resist, BOUNCERMAN]

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by yehoshua - 28 Jun 2013 02:29
_____________________________________

All this 

 is so sweet as the words of dov. Don't get me wrong and I am out of here.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 12 Jul 2013 21:05
_____________________________________

Recovery: A Painful Surrender of Self-Will 

(I added some emphasis in bold blue)
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Dov wrote:

Hatzlocha with whatever you choose to do chaver!

But I don't know if any 'new' or 'special jewish-based program' is needed here. In my experience
there are simply two aspects to this job of 'controlling' my thoughts:

1- either I keep doing things basically the same way as I am used to (not making any real
changes to move out of my comfort zone) and superimpose "Recovery" on top of that.

or

2- Surrender to the truth of my anias hada'as, to my real history and the facts about my personal
inability to 'beat this' or to 'change myself', and to the fact that ein hachavush matir atzmo m'beis
ha'asurim...and start living Recovery in place of my old way. That is quite a sacrifice, especially
for us professional frum liars and hiders. The frumer we habitual porners are, the bigger liars
and hiders we are, of course. That's not a value judgement at all, just the plain math. It ain't
easy for us.

#1 takes a tremendous effort, dedication, vigilance, and frumkeit...but yields little to nothing in
the end. The true addict will fail at it! And on the way, he will become progressively entangled in,
isolation, sincere hand-wringing, and religious fantasy (our 'tiffeh cheshboinos' and
'tikkunim')...and still be lusting and masturbating like a secret pig when he really, really 
needs to. And he knows it.

#2 takes a painful surrender of self-will. The comfort-zone of doing things the way we always
have - in other words, "how we all got in this mess". We often feel it is turning our backs on
yiddishkeit, but it isn't. It's just a giving up of the ego-based model of self-perfection and
kedusha that he has been carrying on his back all these years. It's a giving up of the twisted
yiddishkeit he has developed all these years to try and control' himself.

It takes a difficult acceptance that Hashem is not and has never been ignorant and that Hashem
accepted the realities about our limitations and our brokenness a long, long time ago...and that 
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He is willing to work with us anyway!

Practically speaking:

Little things like learning how to keep the brain on a much shorter leash. Surrendering the
thoughts sooner. That little thing, over and over, is where the big change comes. It is one of the
ways we really accept a new way to feerzach, instead of struggling to superimpose 'Recovery
gimmicks' on top of our 'real' (sick, old) way of living.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 30 Jul 2013 21:52
_____________________________________

Chesky said

A life changing line from Dov for me was: Clarity does not bring sobriety, sobriety brings
clarity 

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 02 Aug 2013 18:03
_____________________________________

We Hide From Those Who Are Closest To Us

Dov wrote:

Someone asked me on the chat thingy below, if I meant that I tell my wife all about my lusting
challenges, or something like that.
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When I wrote about not being afraid of my wife seeing the real me, I was not primarily referring
to lust issues, falls, or whatever GYE folks like to call it. Rather, I see the greatest area of
brokeness in our relationship being in every area of my real life - not mainly in my perverting-
sexual stuff.

Regular daily life stuff is surely where the relationship is sickest, actually. Some guys on GYE
seem to be saying that since wasting sperm or lusting is soooo evil and bad for us, it 
behooves to focus on the problem as much as possible - as though all reality revolves around
it...they call it 'dilligence'. But life does not revolve around it and the Kotzker said "if we wrestle
with mud, we get dirty - even if we 'win' the fight!"

So life does not revolve around lusting - or staying away from lusting. Lusting - and the struggle
with it - is a distraction from reality. Ok...so:

Only after being sober a while, does the real subtle twistedness in the rest of our lives start to
become clear. And that realization is exactly what will make continued living clean and sober 
possible!

Just as Chuck C. told us, "You can't think your way into right-living. You can only live your way
into right-thinking."

In a very sublte way and over many years and many relationships, I close out the very people
who are my very closest relations from my inner life. Until I got sober, I was convinced that I was
the best husband and father, and that no Rebbi 'discovered' me and my 'gadlus'. I was a bit of a
star-crossed, tragic figure. Nu. But in the porn and with my masturbation adventures, I was
always the superstar of the show and it was just fantastic (hence the word, 'fantasy', I guess!).

I may naturally get very, very close to near strangers - new friends in camp, people I meet here
and there, a chavrusa once in a while...people with fake names on the other side of a computer

on GYE... 

  - and I can really pour my heart and soul to them, all the dirt and beauty, everything.
Wow, how close people get here on GYE! But are they really? Close? To a man (is it a man for
sure?) who does not even know your name? But is it a coincidence that my parents and siblings
and wife and children are kept in the dark about my reality? How could it be a coincidence that
the closest are kept out?!
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In recovery, the light went on. Long term relations, ARE REAL. So we avoid them with little
walls. But the power of fake names and virtual relationships (and porn) is BECAUSE they have
some fakeness built in.

Real is not comfortable. It's too consistent, too tog-teglich, too prying, too vulnerable, gets too in
the way of my poor self-esteem, and my freedom to be imperfect. My freedom to be ME! So we
hide from our closest.

Hmm...think it over.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 02 Aug 2013 18:15
_____________________________________

Open Up: Don't Let the Y"H Mug You 

Dov wrote:

gonnabekodosh wrote:

...And the worst part is, I knew I was going to fall, I felt it slightly at first then it grew and grew till
I just had to. I'm not sure opening up is going to help either, It doesn't make the triggers or the
desire fade..

Not exactly. The fact that you 'knew' you were going to 'fall' and that it grew until you 'had
to'...doesn't that sound suspicious to you that it was cooking. Cooking inside you. You may
consider that it is just possible that that the one thing you did not want to do - the unthinkable:
opening up to a safe person about it clearly - would have changed something.
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You may say the only thing it would have changed is that, now, your would be out of control 
and ashamed. But I say that the very aversion to opening up, proves that it is part of the
answer.

I was mugged a few years ago in a shul parking lot. The huge guy whispered to me, "OK, now,
be very, very quiet." He looked desperate that I be quiet.

Now, he figured that I would interpret the advice he was giving me as being for my sake, as in:
"If you know what's good for you, be quiet!"

But I knew better. He was telling me what he needed, for his best interest. He showed me his
#1 worry and weakest point.

So I hollered at him as loudly as I could just what I thought of him, and that he'd better get
away from me right now! (twice, for good measure). He was so shocked, frightened, and
confused, that when I left, he didn't follow me.

So what do we learn? That exactly what our sick minds are desperate for us not to do, is
probably precisely what we need to do. Exactly what has been happening all along, is exactly
what needs to change for there to be any change.

Do we want comfort and self-respect, or do we want change? I gladly choose change for myself.
There's no shame in that, I think. Go for it, Rebbi!

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 02 Aug 2013 20:28
_____________________________________

Don't Hold Your Breath
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Dov wrote:

'Holding our breath' is a totally different experience than recovery offers. This story illustrates
what 'holding breath' is:

The Steipler zt"l was once on guard duty in the Russian or Polish army on Shabbos - and his
socks were soaked, so it would be s'chitah for him to walk in them. He decided to stay in place
the entire time till Shabbos was over. It was terribly cold and driving him nuts. How could he
stay put?!

He told himself that he could withstand the cold for just a minute (or hour?)...and he did! When
that minute was over, he told himself that he just proved that he can tolerate the bitter cold for
just a minute. So here before him is: a minute! He then waited a(nother) minute. When it was
over, he thought: here before me is another one of those minute-thingies. I can definitely hang
on just a minute! So he held on, and tolerated the cold for just a minute.

Etc, etc, and the entire night passed! Amazing. Beautiful.

AND THAT IS NOT AT ALL WHAT 'ONE DAY AT A TIME', MEANS! For what the Steipler did
was a gimmick. A mind game. And it worked for him, for one night or day...it may work for more
than one day - it may even work for a lifetime, who knows? And if I could stay sober that way for
a lifetime, I would probably not take it. It would be gehinnom, would keep me good-and-
miserable/crazy, and would generally...suck. I would surely eventually run to lust again just to
get out of such a stupid (but kosher!) life. Yup.

But: the Steipler could [b]not[/b] have actually held his breath all night using this gimmick.
Correct? After a few minutes (about 2-3), a human knows he must breathe, period. So what
would you do if someone told you he would give you a million (yep, a million!) bucks if you held
your breath for two hours? Would you breath deeply and give it a try?

No, you would surely not. Why suffer for nothing in the end, anyway?
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People who are not sincerely giving up lust for today, are just sitting ducks. They are just
holding their breath and holding back one day at a time. It does not work. Eventually they will
have to breathe. And Hashem knows this. It is a twisting of the meaning of 'one day at a time'.

I know they will say 'vatishlach es amosoh - she sent forth her arm' and all the sweet,
encouraging droshos on that. But for an addict, it just does not work here! And in the meantime,
the marriage and family are brutalized. Yuch.

[A nasty little digression :pinch:

When B'nei Yisroel (on Rosh chodesh Nissan) went to take the korban Pesach (in four more
days!) Hashem writes: "[i]And Bn"Y went and did as Moshe commanded them.[/i]" Rashi brings
that they went with the intention, knowing that come the 10th of Nissan, they'd take the
goat/lamb, and come the 14th, they'd shecht it, etc. In their hearts, it was a done deal. So from
right then, Hashem says He considers it that they already did it all!.

Sadly, the converse is also true. We all know in our hearts that we cannot hold our breath
forever. So, as inspired as we may be to hold our breath and resist getting that sweet
orgasm/fantasy/porn joy we need...we are full-aware that we are eventually gonna pop. We
have not given it up at all, see it as an eventual necessity, and a masculine right. The only
guarantee, then, is that we will need to act out when the maximum tolerance of # days clean is
reached. So from the truth (Hashem's) perspective, it is as though they already masturbated
anyhow. I believe this is true for most ppl (see the exception below).

Therefore, giving it up in our hearts one day at a time is what's useful, and that is the 12 step
program way - not resisting 'one day at a time'. Get it?

There is one exception to this idea, and it is an important qualification: There are surely some
who do the TapHsiC, or 90-day wall thingy, or counting the days, etc...holding their breath all
the way - and it works! Because they did experience abstinence from their prize, after all, and
did not die. Amazingly, their penises did not fall off. And abstinence sometimes makes it clear to
the person that he does not, in fact, really need it at all!

Surprise!
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But I doubt that such things will work for most people in the long run - and certainly not for
addicts. For when the day comes that they desire it again as strong as ever, they will be 100%
convinced again that they can't live without it, period. Back to square one. But surrender one
day at a time really does work for alcoholics and others, all over the world.

End of the nasty little digression. 

 ]

Where were we?

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 13 Aug 2013 00:19
_____________________________________

Great Definition of Addiction and 'unmanageability' (with some added emphasis)

Dov wrote:

So , having experienced the living hell of being an addict with nowhere to turn, I am much more
comfortable understanding 'unmanageability' as a thing that is inside me. As in: I cannot
possibly tolerate life this way any more or ever again - but there is no way in hell that I
can ever stop living it!. In other words, every addict I know who is sober, describes their
problem as being living hell.

One man's hell is not the same as that of another man. Some of us simply have far greater pain
tolerance than others do. I figure that is the only difference between the low-bottom drunk and
the high-bottom one. If it is repetitive, progressive, and drives you mad to the extent that
you are ready to do anything to stop - even though you cannot believe you could let it go
and really stop doing it cuz you need it so badly - then you are quite possibly an addict.
Sorry.

And not a 'low-level addict'. An addict. I do not accept at all that there are different levels of
addiction. I see addiction as you see pregnancy. A woman is no more pregnant in her ninth
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month than she is a day after conception...she just shoes more. Same exact deal, here.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 27 Aug 2013 18:44
_____________________________________

Addiction MUST be self diagnosed (from today's chizzuk email)

dov wrote:

It seems to me that nobody can really tell anyone else that they are an addict, because it
probably will not be accepted to the depth that it needs to be to make any difference at all for
the addict. This has been my own experience and what I have seen meeting many people in
and out of recovery.

The conclusion that worked for me was the one I had to reach in my own heart.

Many hundreds of silent nights with masturbation, screaming nights visiting schmutz sites and
establishments, phone use for lust, and other disappointments washed over me. I even got
caught and didn't stop. I was repeatedly shocked at my failure, after such sincere regret and
Teshuvah.

A great Rav told me that the answer was more spirituality, though he had no clue that my very
spirituality was twisted and only contributed to my very problem! See, my yiddishkeit had
developed during the very same years that my habitual use of lust and schmutz developed into
my preferred, safest, and only really reliable coping mechanism and "medication" for the pains
and fears of normal life. It seemed to work for many years, though it sucked the reality out of
me, slowly replacing true devotion to other people and Hashem with self-absorption. And the
yeshiva experience itself - being so self-absorbed in ruchniyus self-development for our future
lives... only land-locked me further. There came a time that there were no answers left.
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Another Rav told me I needed to explain to my wife that she wasn't enough fun for me. Let's not
even get me started on that one, though I bought it hook-lin-and-sinker at the time.... (Nu, osah
r'tzon ba'aloh, right?)

Two shrinks told me that I needed to learn how to get more healthy pleasures out of life.... more
self-centeredness. Another told me it was no big deal.... and he was frum. Yet another told me
that 12 steps was silly, cuz "you want to get better, not learn how to live with this problem." He
put me on meds and did therapy for 10 months while I got progressively worse, to his
amazement. They all helped me and hurt me a bit, in different respects.

Rabbi Twerski told me (over the phone) in 1992-ish that I'd probably not get better unless I did
intensive therapy, went to rehab, or joined a 12-step recovery fellowship. I told him "thanks",
and knew that there was no way in gehinnom that I'd be able to hide those things from my wife,
and I'd better really try harder! Eventually I couldn't even hide my addiction from my wife and
even that didn't stop me (though it worked for a few months - If GYE would've been around
then, I'd have made it onto the 90-day chart for sure! ;-) It took me five more years to finally rush
myself into whatever help I needed, come what may. I saw that I couldn't stop.

And I came to SA and have been sober since, because Hashem obviously loves me and has
the power to help me. But most importantly, I let Him. And I needed a lot of help to learn how to
do that, and got it.

So, no. I don't believe anyone can determine for another that they are an addict. In my case the
experts were right, but it did no good. As the gemara explains out of the posuk in mishlei,
"taychas g'orah b'leiv meivin - meyhakos k'sil meyah". It's gotta come from in my own heart if it'll
do any good - a k'sil like me just won't really believe it, until I become a meivin in my own heart.

Besides all that, I find it hard to believe that most of us are smart enough to know if someone is
an addict or not. Usually it's trial and error. The only, really sad question we need to ask
ourselves is now much evidence do we want? I personally know folks who have been arrested
for (blatant) sexual misconduct and still came away from it basically blaming the cops for
entrapment, rather than admitting that they have a serious problem.

Along the same vein, I know talmidei chachomim who have been oiver on gilui arayos, schmutz,
masturbation, you name it, habitually many times and went for years hiding it (and some still
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are). And they say they were not hiding it because they want to be able to keep doing it, but
because they honestly believe that: "eventually I'll beat this, I know it! Hashem's just got to help
me out here! So why rock the boat in the meantime and ruin a great marriage and screw up my
children with divorce? I'm trying. I'll do something about it!".

Gevalt. A great marriage? Screw up the children? "I'll beat this"? Who suffers in the mean time
while these and many other hundreds of yidden like them are "trying something"? I wonder who
has the right to encourage them to stick with the old-fashioned way and learn mussar harder,
while the family crashes and burns? What does it do to a 14 year old yeshiva boy to see his
father who taught him how to leig t'fillin last year, carted away by police for soliciting a minor for
sex in a chatroom (like more than one father I know), or get divorced because of a destroyed
marriage after years of secret porn (and what it leads to) driving the parents apart (like other
fathers I know)? What wife deserves this?

OK my rant is over, and it's too long to read, anyhow. I love you (even if you fell asleep already!)
and am just sharing one little guys experience and opinion. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 29 Aug 2013 20:58
_____________________________________

Give up Fighting and Call for Help (From Daily Dose)

dov wrote:

I have heard remonstrations (look it up, it's really a word) just like this from many folks, many
times.

Your sincerity is not in question. All I come to say is that I do not know personally of anyone
who was able to"defeat this giant", as you called it, on their own.

If you would be alone c"v in a dark alley and accosted by a few big thugs with knives, would
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your reaction be, "hmmm, I trust that Hashem will give me the strength to beat this crowd (like
Bruce Lee in the movies), and I'll be OK"? I think most of us would assess the situation rather
quickly, realize we have no chance, and start screaming for help. Perhaps you believe it's best
to at least 'go down swinging'.

Well, in this problem, there is no 'going down swinging'. It gets ugly in a hurry, and gets uglier
still, and remains ugly, spoiling it for those around us, r"l.

So, scream for help. Consider giving up the fight with this giant if you believe that it's really too
big for you. SA helped me do just that, and helped me learn how to actually depend on Hashem
rather than just talking or acting as though I put it in Hashem's hands, while really depending on
myself. Anyone can say they depend on Hashem. But for me, the only way to eventually truly
come to do it, was (and still is) through admitting utter personal defeat. It seems I am just too
screwed up to help Him take care of me, and I need to get the heck out of His way basically.

Nu. It's really a wonderful derech avodah, and life is better for my wife, who likes me a lot, too.  

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by thatguyoverthere - 30 Aug 2013 14:34
_____________________________________

Just subscribed to this. It's great!

Do we have further explanations on the difference between holding your breath vrs recover?

How do I know if I am recovering and making progress or if Im just "holding my breath"?

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by gibbor120 - 30 Aug 2013 23:28
_____________________________________

If you feel the pressure building until you can't take it any more - you are holding your breath. If
you feel calm and serene (most of the time) and don't feel like you are about to explode - you
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are in recovery.

If you are holding your breath, you will eventually act out cuz you can't hold your breath forever.

You will know 

.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov
Posted by inastruggle - 01 Sep 2013 08:46
_____________________________________

Gibbor, I say this in the nicest way but please stop having conversations on this thread.We want

to keep it only for Dov quotes :p 

   

========================================================================
====
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